Quality doors
and bespoke
joinery products
We hold the ISO9001 Quality Management System which
is implemented to control the administration and
manufacturing processes within the company enabling us
to improve the quality and service by being efficient, adopting
a positive attitude and delivering on time.
All of our flush fire doors are fully certificated and
BM-TRADA QMARK approved.

What is the
BM-TRADA QMARK?
As a fire door manufacturer, it is a legal requirement for us to provide proof that all of our fire
doors that we manufacture have undergone testing to prove they will halt the passage of fire
for the stated rating.
Every year, we are third party audited for the BM-TRADA Q-MARK Scheme. All of our
manufacturing processes are checked to make sure we are following the certifications to
the letter. Because of this, in all of our flush fire doors we can put a coloured plug to indicate
the door is Q-MARKED. When purchasing or even specifying a Q-MARKED door, you can
100% guarantee and be safe assured that you are going to get exactly what you ask for.
Purchasing a fire door from a company who has not been independently audited is a risky
business and potentially fatal for the end user. How can you be 100% sure that the FD60 door
you are about to buy is an FD60? Just because the company tell you it is? Who is checking
their systems? The only way you can purchase fire doors with peace of mind the door is going
to fulfil its duty is to purchase Q-MARKED fire doors.
We are audited for the Q-MARK by BM-TRADA,
one of the largest third party testing bodies around.

Extensive range,
manufactured to
any size
We supply and manufacture bespoke doorsets utilizing a large range of real wood
veneers, all major laminate brands, PVC high impact facings i.e. Acrovyn, using PVC or
Aluminum door edge protection when specifically required dependent on application.
As well as flush doors we also manufacture a range of joinery including panel doors and
glazed fire screens, amongst other items.
All manufacturing, veneering and laminating is done in-house so we can keep a tight
control on the quality and standard of work.
We already supply our doors and joinery to a vast number of hospitals, including;
Chelsea + Westminster
Maidstone
Crawley
Horsham
Medway Maritime
Princess Royal
Springfield
Burgess Hill, to name a few
Among hospitals we also manufacture for high end custom builds, the individual
homeowner and large scale projects.
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